TAKING A REFLEXIVE TURN: NON-ADVERSARIAL JUSTICE AND MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW TRIBUNALS†
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Mental health law and practice has been instrumental in the development of non-adversarial justice, particularly through the development of therapeutic jurisprudence which emerged from insights gathered in the mental health context. The expanding articulation of non-adversarial perspectives beyond mental health is, in turn, reshaping critical debate about current mental health tribunal practice. Tribunals are also being encouraged to consider human rights perspectives. Human rights concerns and non-adversarial perspectives intersect with the long-standing debates in mental health tribunal practice about participation, representation and the role of the tribunal in the management of a dispute. They also raise new questions about the scope of the tribunal powers with respect to the oversight of medical treatment decisions and the provision of medical services. This article considers the intersection of human rights and non-adversarial justice perspectives in mental health review tribunals. It examines the common conceptual ground occupied by human rights and non-adversarial justice and considers four ‘psycho-legal soft spots’ in tribunal practice. These are the timing of tribunal review, the participation of the person in tribunal hearings, legal representation before tribunals and the scope of tribunal powers. This article argues for an integration of non-adversarial justice and human rights perspectives.

I INTRODUCTION

Non-adversarial justice refers to an extended repertoire of theoretical and practical approaches that incorporate subjective perspectives into the practice of law.¹ Non-adversarial justice includes ‘therapeutic jurisprudence’, ‘restorative justice’, ‘preventative law’, ‘creative problem-solving’, ‘holistic law’ and ‘appropriate dispute resolution’. It encompasses the practical application of non-adversarial approaches in new judicial forums, such as problem-solving courts, drug courts, mental health courts, diversion schemes, indigenous courts, coroners’ courts
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¹ In this article, ‘subjective’ refers to the perspectives, feelings or beliefs of the individual.
and specialist tribunals, and extends to forums such as neighbourhood justice centres, commissioners and ombudsmen that were established by the earlier ‘alternative dispute resolution’ movement. Non-adversarial justice approaches the task of dispute resolution by taking into account the social context in which legal problems arise and in which they are adjudicated. Understanding the full context of a dispute or problem enables the creation of innovative solutions to difficult human interactions.

Mental health law and practice has made important contributions to the development of non-adversarial justice. In developing the influential concept of ‘therapeutic jurisprudence’, Bruce Winick and David Wexler relied on analyses of practices in the mental health field. Furthermore, the mental health tribunals and boards that were established by rights-based mental health legislation in the 1970s and 1980s represent a subset of the ‘specialist tribunals’ that were created by the alternative dispute resolution movement. Mental health review tribunals have therefore dealt with questions of adversarialism, formality, participation and legal representation as a matter of day-to-day practice for over three decades. Despite this legacy, the development of non-adversarial justice beyond mental health provides new points of reflection for established tribunal practice. For example, non-adversarial justice emphasises the emotional or psychological impact of all judicial processes and highlights the importance of inclusion and participation. The inclusion of the subjective reality of the person who is the subject of the proceedings as an important element in the justice equation has
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particular bearing on mental health tribunal work and the debates that surrounded the development of mental health tribunal practice. 8

Recognition of the subjective experience of the person at the centre of the judicial process connects non-adversarial justice with contemporary human rights perspectives. It is with reference to the experience of people with disability that the most recent expression of international human rights law, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (‘CRPD’), 9 has raised fundamental questions about equality and non-discrimination, the meaning of equal recognition before the law, the legitimacy of involuntary psychiatric treatment and the right to health and mental health services, including housing, social support and services that are necessary for habilitation, rehabilitation, education and participation in society. 10 These themes point to common ground between non-adversarial justice and human rights.

This article considers the intersection of human rights and non-adversarial justice perspectives in mental health review tribunals. Part I examines the common themes in non-adversarial justice and contemporary human rights. Part II explores the contribution of these perspectives to tribunal practice, focusing on four ‘psycho-legal soft spots’. The term ‘psycho-legal soft spot’ borrows from David Wexler. 11 It is used in this article to refer to moments in the legal processes that offer an opportunity for creative intervention. The four ‘soft spots’ are the timing of tribunal review, participation of the person in tribunal hearings, legal representation before tribunals and the scope of tribunal powers. This article argues that an integrated account of non-adversarial justice and human rights enables mental health review tribunals to be reconceptualised as problem-solving forums.


II PART I: COMMON THEMES

A Non-Adversarial Justice and Comprehensive Law

From a practical perspective, non-adversarial justice extends the problem-solving capacity of legal systems by creating legal forms and approaches that enable the human dimension in legal problems to be included in the justice process. At the same time, non-adversarial justice affirms the principles and values of justice by recognising the separation of powers, the rule of law and the need for public courts to provide a check on public and private power. It uses the subjective perspective to modify traditional approaches and structures within the justice system and to create mechanisms that enable the justice system to achieve the goals and values of justice and the rule of law in more effective ways. Bruce Winick’s description of therapeutic jurisprudence provides an example of this sensibility. He explains that:

Therapeutic jurisprudence proposes the exploration of ways in which, consistent with principles of justice and other constitutional values, the knowledge, theories, and insights of the mental health and related disciplines can help shape the development of the law.

Winick sees legal rules and procedures, as well as legal actors (such as lawyers and judges), as constituting social forces that produce either therapeutic or anti-therapeutic consequences. He argues that insights from the social sciences can be utilised to adjust law and legal process so that psychological wellbeing can be enhanced or reduced ‘without subordinating due process and other justice values’. In this view, therapeutic jurisprudence enhances the justice effects of the law by ensuring that the legal process takes into account the effect of adjudication on the person who is subject to it. It is an approach that includes human perspectives to enhance the idea of ‘due process’ and the wider goals of the justice process.

Susan Daicoff explores similar themes in her description of the ‘comprehensive law movement’. For Daicoff, the defining feature of the comprehensive law movement is its concern with the achievement of optimal human functioning. She describes comprehensive law practitioners as those who use the law’s potential to facilitate positive, interpersonal and individual change and to integrate and value extra legal concerns, such as values, beliefs, relationships and wellbeing. Daicoff attributes the developmental of these holistic perspectives to the influence
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of feminist jurisprudence. Feminist jurisprudence illustrates the way in which traditional law excludes the interpersonal and de-emphasises emotional and interpersonal concerns. Daicoff argues that law achieves this by focusing on objective criteria of 'rights' and 'justice', rather than the 'ethic of care' described by Carol Gilligan. The ethic of care, which is associated with the decision-making style of women, emphasises interpersonal harmony, the maintenance of relationships, feelings and needs, and the prevention of harm. Daicoff contrasts the inclusion of the human element in comprehensive law practice with approaches to the law that emphasise rules, standards, individuality, justice, fairness, objectivity and independence. For Daicoff, comprehensive law takes seriously the idea that disputes originate in the substantive context of human relations and that conflict resolution must take account of the human elements of the dispute, including the needs, interests, values, beliefs and commitments of the participants. Working in family law, Pauline Tesler describes this as the 'rights plus' approach. Working from a problem-solving court perspective, Michael King describes it as 'collaboration and connection rather than adversarialism and separation'. Susan Daicoff's account of comprehensive law closely parallels Michael King's inclusive description of non-adversarial justice and his account of 'emotionally intelligent justice' as a psychologically attuned approach to judging.

The common elements in comprehensive law and non-adversarial justice described by King and Daicoff highlight the implicit engagement of non-adversarial perspectives with 'post-modern' concepts of power. This engagement goes beyond the acknowledgment in non-adversarial justice literature that the power wielded by stronger parties, or by practitioners, may harm the more vulnerable parties. It implies an appreciation of the idea that power relations impact on the ability of an individual to assert their own interests.

According to Barry Hindess, the dominant model of power in western thought until the mid 20th century was the idea of power as a repressive force. Postmodern perspectives challenge this idea of power. Michel Foucault, for example, describes power as a productive force that may be conceptualised as a matrix
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of power relations surrounding the modern subject. This idea of power loosely corresponds with the concern in non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law to take into account the kaleidoscope of elements that surround human problems and structure the human, institutional and legal context in which legal problems arise. Coupled with a problem-solving or preventive lens, postmodern notions of power correspond with the ‘connected’ analyses that are valued in non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law.

The engagement with the notion of power as a productive force distinguishes non-adversarial justice from the alternative dispute resolution movement which preceded and prefigured it. Alternative dispute resolution was characterised by a concern to counter the (repressive) weight of state authority in the administration of justice by redistributing the locus of power to the individual. The approach was informed by a comprehensive critique of adversarialism and a perception that the court system, and the lawyers who practiced within it, represented the dominant and repressive power and values of the state, expressed and reinforced by the real barriers to justice imposed by the cost of litigation. In accordance with this notion of power, alternative dispute resolution approaches typically worked with the principles of empowerment to encourage and equip people to participate in legal structures in order to resolve disputes on their own terms. Released from the constraints of the formal adversarial system, it was thought that people would be free to create innovative, individually tailored solutions to potential legal problems, thereby avoiding an escalation of the complaint and the costs of litigation. The common sense and cost-saving elements of alternative dispute resolution have propelled the progressive incorporation of these ideas into the fabric of the justice system.

Drawing on postmodern understandings of power, feminist critics have argued that, in practice, institutionalised alternative dispute resolution methods fail to take into account imbalances of power between the parties. By relying on simplistic notions of empowerment and ignoring the complex interplay of power relations highlighted by postmodern perspectives, institutionalised alternative dispute resolution methods repeat the injustices associated with adversarial systems in ‘alternative’ forums. From this perspective, non-adversarial justice processes may fail to deliver justice if they do not acknowledge and address the substantive inequalities between the parties.
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Non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law are concerned with the way in which inequalities structure individual experience and agency. Notwithstanding Susan Daicoff’s inclusion of rights discourse as emblematic of the objective stance adopted in traditional adversarial law, this perspective links non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law with new human rights thinking. While domestic law and legal systems may continue to emphasise ‘rights’ as part of the traditional structures of justice, contemporary international human rights law has demonstrated its deepening appreciation of the connectedness of human experience through its recognition of the interdependence and interconnectedness of human rights and its engagement with the realisation of positive rights. The next section of this article outlines the transformation in human rights thinking that has progressed in parallel with non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law.

B Human Rights Perspectives and the CRPD

The recognition and incorporation of human rights into domestic legal systems, either through the common law, or legislative or constitutional methods, confirms that human rights are an integral component of the rule of law. Human rights discourse and human rights law are dynamic, interconnected fields of social and legal discourse that have developed rapidly over the past 50 years. In the same way that non-adversarial justice is influenced by the incorporation and recognition of the subjective reality of the participants in the legal dispute, international human rights law is engaged with its own ‘quiet revolution’, which is expressed most clearly in the text of the CRPD. The CRPD embraces the notion that human rights are interconnected, socially embedded processes. The United Nations has given substance to this notion by formally involving people with disabilities in the drafting and monitoring process of the CRPD, appreciating that people who are subject to human rights abuse are best placed to understand discrimination, to contribute to the articulation of human right principles and to propose the kinds of systemic changes that are necessary to give effect to human rights. The social orientation of the CRPD means that many of its articles are concerned with the responsibility of society to dismantle the physical and attitudinal barriers that exclude and stigmatise people with disabilities, in order to limit social mechanisms that replicate and reinforce the social exclusion and marginalisation of people with disabilities. At the heart of the CRPD is a conceptualisation of

people with disability as bearers of human rights who are equally entitled to exercise the right to self-determination and autonomy, to participate in society and to be recognised as equal before the law. The positioning of the subjective reality of people with disabilities as the driving rationale in the articulation of human rights requires human rights perspectives to take into account the power relationships that structure social and legal contexts as well as the experience of them. As non-adversarial justice and comprehensive law identify, acknowledging the power relations that surround the person at the centre of the exercise requires adjustment of the processes and structures that give effect to justice.

III PART II: NON-ADVERSARIAL JUSTICE IN MENTAL HEALTH REVIEW TRIBUNALS

A Tribunals and Rights-Based Mental Health Laws

Mental health review tribunals (‘MHRTs’) were established by the rights-based mental health laws that were adopted across developed western jurisdictions in the 1970s and 1980s. At that time, rights-based mental health laws provided new protections for people with mental illness. They typically adopted a ‘gatekeeper’ model that restricted entry into the clinical domain by defining who could (and who could not) be legitimately subject to involuntary psychiatric treatment. In addition, rights-based mental health laws introduced a system of judicial oversight of the exercise of statutory powers. In Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, judicial oversight was provided by new specialist tribunals in the form of mental health review tribunals or boards. These new entities were charged with the task of ensuring the statutory criteria were lawfully applied, either at scheduled points of review or on appeal.

Consistent with the valorisation of civil and political rights that was dominant in the 1970s and 1980s, MHRTs were specifically designed to address the rights issues associated with the provision of compulsory mental health care. In the post-World War II period, mental health laws that invested broad discretionary powers in medicine became associated with the human rights abuses that were occurring in psychiatric institutions. In keeping with the objective to regulate the psychiatric system, MHRTs were established as interdisciplinary panels that were able to conduct an ‘inquiry’ style hearing with informal proceedings, modified


rules of evidence and procedure and a flexible approach to legal representation. It was thought that an interdisciplinary panel would facilitate a collaborative exchange between the medical, legal and lay members, creating a balance of power within the tribunal and a flexible, informed approach.

While research into tribunal practice has affirmed the positive potential of this model, tribunals operate in a rapidly changing service, knowledge and legal context. Deinstitutionalisation, improved pharmacology and the provision of community-based care have created unanticipated patterns of service delivery that stretch tribunals’ capacity. Psychiatric admissions are now more likely to involve short-term acute admission with ongoing management in the community, on either a voluntary or involuntary basis, in jurisdictions that have adopted community treatment orders. These changes and the extension of compulsory treatment powers outside the institution have altered the orientation and scope of tribunal review.

In addition, the development of risk assessment expertise in psychiatry and psychology increases the pressure upon tribunals to define the different elements of the civil commitment criteria in medical terms and with reference to medical expertise. Some tribunal members with legal or lay backgrounds have reported a lack of confidence in their ability to evaluate or challenge the medical information that is put before them, raising questions about the efficacy of the review as a safeguard of rights. Although some tribunals have strived for informality in order to maximise the participation of people with mental illnesses, the demands of the disability movement for recognition of the inherent abilities of people with disability and for equal recognition before the law has amplified calls for formal legal representation before tribunals. This increases pressure on governments to provide for legal representation before MHRTs on the basis that vulnerable people should always have access to justice, including access to the benefits of independent representation and the intellectual rigour, mediation skills and problem-solving approaches that have come to be regarded as the expected skills of a competent lawyer.

Finally, the greater engagement of people with mental illnesses in tribunal proceedings and new research into the experience of people with mental illnesses
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before the tribunal raises questions about the inclusivity of the tribunal hearing. 51

The remainder of this part of the article examines four areas of current debate concerning tribunal practice. These are: the timing of the review; the question of participation; the question of representation and the potential expansion of the powers of the tribunal raised by an integrated analysis of human rights.

B Human Rights, Therapeutic Perspectives and the Timing of Judicial Review

While different jurisdictions adopt a variety of time periods, sequences and triggers for tribunal review, tribunal review of psychiatric detention is usually scheduled some time after the person has been compulsorily detained. In international human rights law, it is well established that the exercise of statutory powers that restrict fundamental freedoms should be subject to prompt judicial review. This principle applies to deprivations of liberty that are for public health purposes, including psychiatric detention that is imposed on the grounds of protecting the health and safety of the person and the safety of others. 52 There are, however, differing interpretations of the meaning of ‘prompt’ review, particularly in relation to psychiatric detention.

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (‘ICCPR’) sets basic human rights standards. 53 Article 9(1) of the ICCPR requires review of all detentions ‘without delay’. In considering the meaning of this phrase, the Human Rights Committee, which monitors the implementation of the ICCPR, states that the delay ‘must not exceed a few days’. 54 In relation to psychiatric detention, the Principles for the Protection of People with Mental Illness and the Improvement of Mental Health Care (‘MI Principles’), which is the only United Nations statement specifically concerned with the treatment and care of people with mental illness, stipulate a ‘short’ period of detention for observation and preliminary treatment, followed by a review that must take place ‘as soon as possible’. 55 Jurisprudence from the European Court of Human Rights considering the meaning of ‘speedy review’, which is the equivalent phrase in the European Convention on Human Rights, refers to a period of ‘less than 24 days’. 56 Enigmatically, the CRPD requires that review take place in accordance with international human rights law. 57 Two
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expert reviews of mental health laws in the United Kingdom, the Richardson Review in England and Wales and the Millan Review in Scotland, recommended a maximum period of five to seven days respectively.  

The Australian experience of the timing of review provides a context that highlights the issues surrounding appropriate review. Mental health laws in Victoria and Western Australia set the review period within eight weeks of being detained, Queensland and South Australia require review within six weeks, Tasmania sets the limit at 28 days, while the Northern Territory and the Australian Capital Territory review detentions within two weeks. In the Australian Capital Territory, where amendments to the relevant Act were designed to bring the law into alignment with the Human Rights Acts 2004 (ACT), review may occur within three days in some circumstances. New South Wales requires the psychiatric detention to be confirmed by a magistrate ‘as soon as practicable’ after the detention, which has been taken to mean approximately two weeks. At the time of writing, anticipated changes to the law in New South Wales may have the effect of deferring review to the third or fourth week of detention. Whether or not the review arrangements are sufficient to satisfy the human rights requirements of prompt review required by the ICCPR is open to question, particularly in the absence of effective advocacy or communication of information to the person who is detained or their representative about their right to appeal.

The shorter times of acute admission in contemporary psychiatric care and the advent of compulsory community treatment have changed the significance of the statutory review times. Acute psychiatric admissions are often short. If a person is discharged without ongoing orders before the time of a scheduled review the decision to detain and treat a person involuntarily may not be reviewed at all. Neil Rees argues that the imposition of involuntary detention and treatment without review is a significant infringement of human rights. According to Rees:

Any initial and short-term interference with the entitlement of a person with a mental illness to exercise the civil rights of freedom of movement and freedom of bodily integrity, in order to treat that person’s mental illness, should occur only following the use of transparent procedures laid down by law and assessment criteria which have been developed and applied in compliance with internationally accepted medical standards.
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He also warns that we ‘pay lip service to the notion that wherever possible people with a mental illness should enjoy the same rights as other members of the community, if most people who become involuntary patients are not reviewed’.66

Furthermore, if the person has been discharged from inpatient care but remains subject to a compulsory treatment order in the community, the scheduled tribunal review addresses the person’s circumstances at the time of review thereby compounding the omission of a review of the initial detention. Review at the later time occurs when the treatment regime is well established. In this circumstance the review may be coloured by the person’s progress and the practical questions about the person’s prospective management and care in the community. Commentators who prefer the later review time argue that review at this time increases the opportunity for the person whose treatment is the subject of review to be involved in the hearing and is the most appropriate and productive use of the tribunal forum. Supporters of a delayed time for review see a conflict between early review, as required by ICCPR standards, and non-adversarial justice principles of inclusion, participation and wellbeing. They argue that the inclusion of the person in the hearing at a time when their condition has not stabilised may have damaging consequences, particularly if the tribunal is not adept at responding appropriately to the person.67

From a non-adversarial justice perspective, it is possible to retain an emphasis on participation by allowing that it may be achieved in a variety of ways. First, consideration should be given to whether tribunal practices may be modified in order to maximise the ability of people to participate in the process with minimum distress, for example, by limiting the use of CCTV screens if they are disturbing to a particular individual. Participation may also be achieved by the presence and participation of support persons or representatives, who may appear with or instead of the person, or by the tabling of documents, such as psychiatric advance directives or statements.

Delaying review may have anti-therapeutic consequences. For many people the experience of involuntary psychiatric detention is frightening and profoundly confronting. Uncertainty may heighten fear and anxiety. If the prompt review of detention is framed as a non-adversarial process, it has the potential to reduce stress, to ensure that the person and their supporters and carers know the detention has taken place, understand the reason for the detention and know about the processes that will follow. It provides an opportunity to ensure that all parties know about their rights and obligations, to ensure the proper arrangements are in place for the care of the person’s dependents and that other personal arrangements and responsibilities are attended to. Understood as a non-adversarial process, the principle of prompt or early review of the detention is justified on human rights and therapeutic grounds.68 This suggests that tribunal review should be structured
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in two stages with each review addressing the different therapeutic opportunities and utilising different processes in accordance with their different purposes.

C Holistic or Comprehensive Law and Participation in the Legal Process

Both non-adversarial justice and contemporary human rights perspectives emphasise the importance of autonomy, self-determination and the active participation of people in the resolution of their legal problems. From a human rights perspective, participation of people in all matters and decisions concerning them flows from the recognition that the principles of equality and non-discrimination are fundamental and universally applicable. People with mental illnesses or other mental disabilities are entitled to recognition before the law and are entitled to the support and assistance that may be necessary to enable them to participate equally.

The non-adversarial justice literature emphasises the importance of participation as a matter of fairness and legitimacy. Tom Tyler reports that people are more likely to accept and follow the directions of legal authorities where they feel that the authorities’ processes are fair and their motives legitimate. When people are enabled to present their case, and the case is taken into account by a respectful legal authority, people are more likely to follow the decision based on an internal commitment to it. In the mental health context, Winick attests to the critical importance of promoting respect for autonomy and the understanding that coercion and paternalism in legal processes are likely to promote non-compliance and resistance to change. The subtleties of individual experience, and hence the importance of understanding subjective perspectives, are illustrated by research showing that patients are consistently less likely to agree that the MHRT was independent or fair compared to MHRT members. This observation points to the importance of considering the responses of all parties to the tribunal process and of communicating to all participants the basis of the decision and the process of reasoning that underpins it.

How does the principle of participation have an impact on tribunal practice? As noted above, at its most basic, the principle of participation requires that people should be present at all tribunal hearings. Typically, there is a low attendance by those with a mental illness at tribunal hearings. Although there may be legitimate
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reasons for non-attendance, a recent study conducted by the Mental Health Legal Centre (‘MHLC’) in Victoria noted that clinical routines sometimes hampered participation in the hearing.73 Some participants in the study reported that when they tried to exercise their statutory right to review their clinical file, it was provided without sufficient time to read it, without sufficient explanation and without adequate support.74 The MHLC report indicates that there may be a poor understanding of the importance and potential benefits of participation.

The principle of participation requires that the person who is to appear before the tribunal be provided with information about the process, the role of the parties, the powers of the tribunal and the person’s rights and entitlements. Research in England and Wales has indicated that there is a low level of awareness of rights among compulsorily detained patients,75 that more than half of a group of detained patients who were provided with a booklet explaining their rights could not understand it,76 that there was a serious lack of knowledge and understanding of tribunal processes and powers among patients,77 that higher levels of awareness of tribunal processes are identified amongst those who had been detained before78 and that people with higher education qualifications or previous experience of compulsory hospital admission were more likely to appeal against their detention.79 Miranda Shah and Femi Oyebode found that 35 per cent of people appealed, but young people and older people, especially those with dementia, were least likely to appeal, suggesting profound inequalities amongst detained patients.80 These studies indicate that review frameworks based on rights models must develop effective methods of communication and support that give effect to the rights and entitlements of psychiatric patients.

The principle of participation, as it is discussed in the non-adversarial justice literature, suggests that it is possible to develop innovative approaches to tribunal practice. In restorative justice, for example, all people who are affected by the person’s behaviour are brought together in an effort to repair or restore the harm done. Similarly, people affected by a person’s mental illness, such as the family, supporters and carers, claim their right to actively participate in tribunal hearings. Notwithstanding the range of difficult issues raised by the participation of different groups of people at tribunal hearings, participation is a fundamental principle that
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can extend to the participation of all persons affected by a decision. To borrow from Pauline Tesler, tribunal decision-making may require a ‘participation plus’ approach based on the recognition that the most viable ‘solution’ is one that takes into account the person’s perspective in the context of broader decision-making support and the implications for others who are affected by a decision of the tribunal.81

Developing the idea of participation in this way extends it beyond a vehicle that might enable a decision-making process to recognise and support an individual’s effort to engage in a process of change.82 A ‘participation plus’ approach envisages that participants may work together to define the ‘problem’ that is at the heart of the deliberations and to creatively structure appropriate and effective responses.

D Non-Adversarial Advocacy and Representation

Debate about the proper role and function of legal representatives in MHRT hearings raises further questions about adversarialism and its relationship to justice.83 Neil Rees has criticised Australian MHRTs for relying on procedural rules that tend to stifle innovation.84 On the other hand, the development of informal practices in tribunals may offend the principles of fairness or natural justice if they stray too far into informality.85 Engaging with the notion of informality at a different level, Ian Freckelton cautions against an uncritical acceptance of the material that is presented to tribunals, calling for a good measure of evidentiary rigour.86 Reporting on MHRT practice in England and Wales, Sameer Sarkar and Gwen Adshead similarly caution against informality in the tribunal setting.87 They report that tribunal members studied were reluctant to challenge medical opinions, observing that opinion evidence was introduced to tribunals disguised as medical facts.88 This leads to the acceptance of hearsay and unsubstantiated evidence in support of continuing detention based on grounds of risk.89 The
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caution contained in these comments draws attention to the importance of distinguishing between formality of manner and form and the intellectual rigour that must be brought to the tribunal inquiry.

In relation to legal representation, MHRTs generally allow, but do not require, legal representation.90 The legal structure appears to assume that the multi-disciplinary tribunal, with informal support, obviates the need for formal legal representation and is consistent with the alternative dispute resolution principles of individual empowerment and the concern to ensure that cost burdens do not limit access to justice. 91 Nevertheless, the absence of independent legal representation before MHRTs draws critical comment.92 In practice, representation before MHRTs is largely dependent upon the usually limited public provision of legal services, which results in low levels of representation.93 For example, in Australia, although there is a statutory right to be represented in nearly all jurisdictions, few people are legally represented before MHRTs. Valerie Williams reports that in 2002 only 9.2 per cent of hearings in Victoria, 10 per cent in Western Australia and 18.3 per cent in New South Wales involved people who were legally represented.94 In the same year, in the Northern Territory, mandated representation resulted in a representation rate of 90.7 per cent of hearings in 2002,95 while in Tasmania, the Tasmanian Mental Health Tribunal Representation Scheme provided representation by law students in 65 per cent of tribunal matters.96 Fleur Beaupert reports that by 2006 the rates had dropped to 5.6 per cent of hearings in Victoria and 16.2 per cent in New South Wales.97 The low figures in the larger jurisdictions reflect the limited arrangements that are in place for publicly funded legal representation for mental health patients. They may also reflect the general lack of knowledge about rights and entitlements in Australia, even amongst those mental health patients who have been informed of their rights.98

Research in England and Wales indicates that in the early years of tribunal practice, lawyers were perceived as bringing inappropriate adversarialism to tribunal hearings.99 Some tribunal members saw adversarialism as distressing to all parties and counterproductive and damaging to the doctor–patient relationship.100 Those observations are consistent with Bruce Winick’s concern that lawyers who act paternalistically and perfunctorily may be a direct cause of psychological
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dysfunction in their clients. The concern expressed in this literature is that the involvement of lawyers inevitably draws MHRTs toward damaging adversarial practices.

In contrast, Elizabeth Perkins argues that there is insufficient adversarialism in the tribunal process. She notes a lack of intellectual rigour, a propensity to engage in circular or backward reasoning and the adoption of suspect collaborative practices that infringe basic principles of fairness. She also observes that where there is an absence of independent or external legal guidance, conflicting interpretations of the legislation are endemic, particularly when tribunals are engaged with the interpretation of legislative references to the ‘nature’ or ‘degree’ of a mental disorder, or the risks associated with mental disorder. Noting that fluid interpretations of the relevant legislation have contributed significantly to an extreme variability in tribunal practice, she calls for a re-engagement with formal legal representation before the tribunal.

Sameer Sarakar and Gwen Adshead similarly welcome lawyers for the intellectual rigour they bring to tribunal proceedings, particularly when the relevance and probative value of the material put before the tribunal must be determined. Their research indicates that tribunal members value legal representation because it ensures that the patient’s views are put to the tribunal. Some tribunal members reported that legally represented patients were more informed and less intimidated by the proceedings. Tribunal members observed that whilst the involvement of lawyers sometimes brought to the surface inherent disagreements between participants, lawyers who were able to utilise problem-solving, mediation and other non-adversarial skills to good effect were highly valued.

Overall, the different interpretations of the role of the lawyer in the tribunal process present in this literature suggest that legal practitioners who are familiar with non-adversarial forums are able to work effectively within that framework, employing a range of appropriate legal skills for the benefit of their clients. This observation raises questions about the quality of legal practitioner training.

One solution to the cost of legal representation and the perception that lawyers are entrenched in adversarial approaches is to allow expert community, lay or peer advocates to provide representation. Advocacy literature canvasses a range of approaches to the question of non-legal advocacy and posits ways in which advocates may work in tribunal settings. For example, some commentators
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support the involvement of legally trained peer advocates in tribunal hearings. The small amount of research that has considered the role of peer-based advocates in the mental health context raises the question of whether or not advocates fulfill distinct and separate functions to lawyers, or distinct and separate functions from the informal advocacy that is provided by supporters, families or carers. This is an area of inquiry that is ripe for further research.

Some researchers report that patients who are represented by lawyers express a high level of dissatisfaction with their legal representatives. It is not clear whether this finding reflects the quality of the legal representation, the level of stress that is associated with MHRT review, the complexity of the cases that come before the tribunal or the outcome of the process. Dissatisfaction may be evidence of frustration with the MHRT process, the limited powers of review and the failure of mental health laws to clearly provide for the discharge of patients from compulsory orders. Carney et al report that there is inconclusive evidence about the benefits or effects of legal representation. Nevertheless, some consumers report that legal representation, along with advocacy and support or informal advocacy, can improve the sense of empowerment in the tribunal process. The underdevelopment in research and practice concerning advocacy, peer support and legal representation before MHRTs should be a matter of concern for law reformers and policy-makers.

E Positive Rights and the Scope of Tribunals’ Powers

Rights-based mental health laws augmented the discretionary powers contained in the mental health laws that preceded them by imposing threshold limitations and judicial review. Although the civil commitment criteria governing both of these safeguard measures appears to require a hybrid evaluation of social, legal and clinical matters, the dominance of medical expertise in the production of evidence to be considered by the tribunal further impinges on the limited authority of tribunals to review clinical matters. The limited ability of the tribunal to intrude on the clinical domain is criticised by mental health consumers who hope that the tribunal may offer them an opportunity to broaden the focus of inquiry beyond merely clinical considerations. In most jurisdictions, mental health laws
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give overriding decision-making power to the treating psychiatrist.117 Although the exercise of that power may be qualified by the statutory requirement to consider or to take into account the views and wishes of the person, analysis of the decisions of MHRTs show that these statutory factors are commonly subsumed by a range of ‘extra-legislative factors’.118 Mental health care and treatment is perennially contested. Deciding whether or not a given treatment is the most appropriate, or is in accordance with international standards, appears to fall beyond the traditional review powers of MHRTs. Nevertheless, MHRT research shows that tribunal members are concerned to reach the most therapeutically appropriate outcome, notwithstanding the limitations of their statutory powers.119 It is perhaps unsurprising, given the obvious tensions around treatment decisions and the greater emphasis upon care and treatment in the community, that tribunal members have reported being dissatisfied with the scope of their powers.120

These tensions become manifest when MHRTs apply the statutory requirement that treatment be provided in the least restrictive manner. The ‘least restrictive’ requirement appears consistently in the civil commitment criteria in rights-based mental health laws and was generally intended to facilitate the trend toward de-institutionalisation.121 However, the exercise of this power by tribunals illustrates the tension that surrounds tribunal powers, clinical authority, human rights and the allocation of resources by governments. Two examples are provided by applications to the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECrtHR’) from tribunal decisions in England and Wales. In Johnson v United Kingdom,122 the ECrtHR found that the United Kingdom had breached Mr Johnson’s right to liberty under Article 5(1) of the European Convention on Human Rights because a MHRT had failed to discharge a compulsory order. The order was unlawful because Mr Johnson no longer suffered from a mental illness. The delay in his discharge related to the inability of the health service to find Mr Johnson suitable, supportive accommodation that would prevent his relapse into mental illness. The finding of a breach of Article 5(1) in this case underscores the ECrtHR’s position that there is a broad obligation to provide appropriate accommodation to people who have suffered from mental illness.

The case of Kolanis v United Kingdom123 also involved the question of appropriate accommodation. In that instance the ECrtHR determined that the United Kingdom had infringed Article 5(4) of the European Convention on Human Rights, which concerns detention on the grounds of mental illness. In Kolanis the MHRT ordered that the person be discharged to family care with psychiatric
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supervision, which was the person’s preference, against the recommendation of
the treating clinicians for supervised hostel care. No psychiatrist could be found
who was willing to supervise the person if she remained in family care. Although
suitable accommodation and supervision were eventually arranged, the United
Kingdom was held to be in breach of Article 5(4) because of the prolonged delay
in finding a solution.124

As these cases illustrate, tribunals that are prepared to make determinations that
address the transition from institution to community care in accordance with
the least restrictive alternative may find themselves inhibited by the scope and
enforceability of their own powers, the lack of suitable accommodation in the
community and the different perspectives offered by the treating clinicians.
In both Johnson and Kolanis, the ECtHR considered the positive entitlements
of people with mental illness to appropriate and acceptable medical and social
services, including the accommodation and social supports that are necessary to
achieve optimal health and wellbeing. In non-adversarial justice terms, MHRTs
that adopt this approach are engaging with a problem-solving approach that is
concerned with maximisation of the person’s future potential.

IV CONCLUSION: TRIBUNALS AS PROBLEM-SOLVING
FORUMS

The problem-solving orientation in MHRT work is expressed in the desire of
tribunal members to achieve the best outcome.125 However, tribunals that engage
in a problem-solving approach, implicit or otherwise, are confronted by the
dominance of medical perspectives, changes in mental health service delivery,
deficits in service provision, the demands of services users, the demands of
families and carers, the need for effective representation and the obligation to
recognise the entitlements expressed in international human rights law.126 The
changing context in which tribunals work challenges them to stretch beyond
established approaches into new terrain.127

The direction of change that is encouraged by human rights and non-adversarial
justice is towards a closer engagement with the needs and aspirations of the people
who are subject to tribunal review and, by extension, the perspectives of the
families, carers, supporters and services who will be providing support and care
to the person. Non-adversarial justice provides a set of practical tools that enable
tribunals to respond to the competing pressures by positioning themselves as
problem-solving forums that attend to human rights by orchestrating transitions
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between community, acute care and independence. The problem-solving tribunal could be complemented by a process that reviews the initial circumstances of the psychiatric detention in order to ensure that relatives and support persons are contacted, psychiatric advance directives are found and honoured and planning for an effective transition hearing is commenced. The additional expenses incurred in restructuring the tribunal review system would be offset by savings resulting from shorter and fewer acute admissions.

Non-adversarial justice provides an approach that enables MHRTs to respond to the issues and problems that are raised by participants in the legal process.128 The proposition that the needs of consumers and carers should define the set of problems that are to be addressed by the MHRT is consistent with non-adversarial justice and human rights perspectives. It also provides impetus for a wider debate about the role and purpose of MHRTs in mental health systems. A reformed and empowered tribunal could begin to restructure the mental health system by ordering the conduct of distribution of a range of services in accordance with the needs of consumers.

Extending this argument further, it is possible to see both non-adversarial justice and human rights as expressions of a deeper structural transformation in law and society which demands the equal participation of marginalised or vulnerable people and their inclusion in the governance of institutions and systems that are intended for their benefit.129 The slogan that has been coined by the disability movement to promote engagement with the CRPD, ‘nothing about us without us’, reiterates the principle that people with disabilities must always be involved in decisions that affect them.130 MHRTs are well positioned to respond to the deep social change expressed in non-adversarial justice and contemporary human rights. By engaging with the premise of participation they can begin to give effect to their full problem-solving potential.
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